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MPN
Foundation Mission
Stimulate original research in pursuit of new treatments, and eventually a cure, for the
blood cancers collectively known as myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPN)

1

Research: Identify, fund, and support novel research to accelerate discovery and
development of effective MPN treatments

2

Advocate: advance patient and researcher perspectives on the development
of new treatments

3

Convene: facilitate global engagement across patient, research, clinical, and
industry stakeholders
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A
mission
seeded
When Bob Rosen was diagnosed with PV and sought out researchers and fellow patients to further the
study of MPNs.
It catalyzed the founding of the MPN Research Foundation in 1999 and the first programs funded to
identify the genes responsible or playing a role in polycythemia vera and essential thrombocythemia.

78 Researchers and 85 Projects
$15.4 Million (USD)
Empowered patient community of ~20k
20+ Biopharma companies engaged

Today, we convene a global community of researchers and
clinicians pursuing a common mission

Restructured
Team Centered Around Stakeholders
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Tamira Davis
Associate Director, Finance and
Operations

Kendra Waddington
Director, Development

Stephanie Fischer
Director, Patient and Biopharmaceutical
Engagement

Lindsey Whyte
Patient Engagement Program Manager

Kapila Viges
Chief Executive Officer

Rick Winneker, PhD
Director, Scientific Strategies
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Funding
Emerging Trends
Born out of scientific exchange, meetings,
conferences, amongst stakeholders
 Feasibility of Immunotherapy targets
 Nutritional Interventions
 Interferon Initiative
 Stem-cell Transplant Outcomes in MF
 Several progression related projects
leading to exploring feasibility of

Progression Research Network

Solicitation to stimulate innovative and
clinically relevant research with near-term
patient impact
 Launched in 2012, now in 4th cycle
 2-year / $200k projects
 Peer-reviewed by experts in the field
 Monitored for impact and outcomes
 Global reach
https://www.mpnresearchfoundation.org/mpn-challenge/
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Thought
Annual MPNRF Roundtable
 First held in 2012 to convene researchers, clinicians, biopharma industry leaders, patients, and patient
advocates
 Designed to inform Foundation priorities and set a focus for future research investments
 Aim to generate original thinking focused on unmet needs in MPN research, including:


Identifying barriers to success for research projects



Honing-in on how to make research translational



Preventing good ideas from languishing

 Sample past discussion topics resulting in funding have included:


Role of immunotherapy;



Role of interferon;



Driver mutations (JAK2, CALR, MPL) and JAK2 inhibition;



Progression of MPNs
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Research
Outcome:
Interferon Initiative
Three-year, multi-institutional investigation across the US, Europe and Australia
Goal: Mechanistically understand why some patients respond and others do not
https://www.mpnresearchfoundation.org/mpn-interferon-initiative/
Outcomes:
 Encouraged the development of several important new double mutant mouse models
 Lead to more rational drug combination trials
 Better positioned to understand the role of secondary mutations on IFN resistance and relapse
 Closer to optimizing IFN treatment strategies based on specific driver mutations, allele burden and genomic profile

Research

Treatments

Better Outcomes
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Advocacy
 Convened in September 2019
 10 ET, PV, MF live panelists
 ~300 participants tuned in to live recording
 ~175 participated in live polling

 Representatives from industry, academia and health
authorities
 Dr. Robyn Scherber presented clinical case
 Drs. John Mascarenhas and Ruben Mesa commented
on current end points
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Advocacy
Primary observations in the Voice of the Patient report
 Uncertainty of progression and unpredictability of symptoms instill a fear in patients
 Heterogeneity in clinical experiences within an indication and across the spectrum of
MPNs
 Treatment options severely limited and those that have
shown efficacy can be difficult to tolerate
 Patients report symptoms that are not well controlled
with current therapies
 MPNs are not adequately understood by health care
provider
 Dispel the myth that MPNs only middle / advanced age
https://www.mpnresearchfoundation.org/pfdd/
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Progression Research Network
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Vision: A global network of researchers collaborating on the prevention and treatment of
disease progression - MPN Progression Research Network
 Further define potentially actionable MPN disease progression criteria
 Develop and further validate predictive indicators of progression
 Define new clinical endpoints, primary or surrogate, to be recognized in clinical trial design
 Develop new care guidelines to share across the MPN stakeholder community
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